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ABSTRACT. Food resources and energy supplies are comparable
entities, "feeding" individuals and societies, respectively.
Coastal areas, traditionally sources of food, are increasingly
utilized for other uses including energy supply systems.
Since the coastal zone is finite, bases for coastal zone
management decisions concerning food, energy supplies, and
other resources are outlined.

* The views expressed herein are those of the author and
do not necessarily represent the views of the Federal
Power Commission.
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INTRODUCTION. There is little doubt that interactions
among natural systems and man's activities in the coastal
zone are complex. How to achieve some kind of understanding
of such complexity is one of the foremost questions con
fronting anyone trying to comprehend just what is happening
in the coastal zone, such as, siting of bulk energy facilities
Increasing use conflicts require rational management of the
uses. One approach to such problem solving is to reduce the
number of interacting components by selecting those which
are of prime importance to the problem. Since there is no
ready, absolute set of guidelines on how to do this, a large
amount of subjective insight is helpful. The discussion
which follows is intended as a brief expression of some
thoughts on pertinent considerations and on ways in which
information can be organized.

ON COMPARISON of FOOD and ENERGY ROLES. A food supply is
one of the prime requirements for the health of any species.
A source of an energy supply is probably as much a pre
requisite of human societies as food is to the individual.
At present, however, the correspondence may not be equivalent
i.e., food is to the individual ^ energy is to society. For
one thing, there does not appear to be any evidence that
man s nourishment requirements have changed whereas his use
of energy appears to be very much in an evolving mode.
Whereas nourishment requirements are defineable by minimum
and maximum limits, energy requirements are usually expressed
in terms of societal goals and are open-ended and tend to
track the GNP.

In view of the still-evolving use of energy by man, too
severe constraints of this use by political decisions seems
to be contradictory. For example, development of coastal
zone management plans undoubtedly will seek to protect the
high natural biological productivity and shoreline topography.
If protection of food resources is deemed paramount, energy
systems would be limited, perhaps to corridors or other zoning
plans, in such circumstances. This is a restrictive option.
Perhaps new energy sources can be accommodated if perceived
priorities and options are developed in a flexible management
scenario that provides alternative actions as evolution of
energy supply systems change. How to deal with the questions
poised by such scenarios is not explored here; the points are
raised because they are pertinent to the overall considerations
of the topic.
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A secondary consideration might be whether or not the
quantity and form of energy available to man is a real
indicator of the level of civilization which he has attained.
If not, what is a better indicator? If so, another un
answered question is whether energy, as an index to the
level of civilization, performs for societies a role similar
to that which nourishment plays for individuals?

ON SIZE and SCOPE of CONSIDERATIONS. At a global level,
interactions in natural systems occur within and among four
major components: lithosphere, atmosphere, hydrosphere,
and the biosphere. For coastal zone considerations an earth-
wide look is too large in most cases. By selecting the
biosphere as the center of discussion, however, we can
diagram some conditions and processes which show how
interrelatedness of these major sphere (Fig. 1) might be
more pertinent. Here the level and magnitude of certain
environmental parameters which affect life (expressed in
the figure as the process of metabolism) are suggested by
the relationships between conditions and processes which
are celestial, planetary, or more localized in origin or
affect. The sequence from light to fresh-water runoff in
the outer set of factors, an important segment of the
hydrologic cycle, has great significance for coastal
zones. The effect of this portion of the hydrologic cycle
upon marine organisms is most marked in estuaries and
coastal waters. There runoff is a variable, modifying the
local hydrospheric conditions, influencing, for example,
the distribution of sediments, salts, nutrients, trace
metals, and dissolved gases in the water. This figure, can
be used in conjunction with water resource and weather maps
to follow the ways in which pollutants may be distributed.
For example, the manner in which waste heat is discharged,
into the atmosphere or into water bodies, can be tracked,
as well as possible impacts on local weather conditions.

NATURAL and "CIVILIZED" ENVIRONMENTS. There are four major
parts of the environment of any species or assemblage of
species: 1) food and nutrients, 2) habitat and "lebebsraum"
space, 3) the physical aspects of the "weather" or "climate",
and 4) enemies and competitors. These four parameters
can equally well be used to describe man's activities. For
example, activities such as bulk energy siting, recreation,
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and commercial fisheries may be mutually exclusive, in part
or wholly, as competitors for space and foods (raw materials),
Each also requires a certain mix of physical environmental
factors which have common elements with the other uses.

Another way to look at man's activities is to keep in mind
those characteristics which set him apart from other species.
One important difference is man's increasing ability to sur
vive in all kinds of environments. In addition to added
survival, unfortunately, this had led to a smug overconfi-
dence in his ability to safely modify the environment and
has resulted in many foolhardy ventures. Large scale
construction of homes and places of business in flood plains
and widespread disruption of shoreline topography are good
examples of man's overextension of useful modifications of
his environment. Generally, the best course of action is
to leave flood plain ecology and shoreline processes in
their natural dynamic, unconstrained condition.

ON MULTIPLE USES of COASTAL ZONES. The concept of multiple
use of a resource, particularly of water and coastal areas,
is thought of as a way to make wise choices among possible
uses. But it should be emphasized that multiple use generally
does not permit the optimization of each of the several uses
to which the resource is put. A gradient of benefits usually
occurs, with one use usually paramount. It is also apparent
that maximization of economic benefits heightens conflicts
of uses. Such economic maximization generally greatly reduces
or eliminates some uses, particularly biological productivity.
Thus, if all of the ramifications of the impact of the
multiple use concept are not fully explored it can lead to
the exclusion of certain uses. In this regard, the concept
of "carrying capacity" is a necessary corollary consideration.

COASTAL ZONE PLANNING re ENERGY SYSTEMS. Four major steps
in the coastal zone planning-management decision process
are briefly outlined below and are summarized in Fig. 2.
The first three steps are involved with the gathering of
resource use data and information that should be used in

the fourth step which is concerned with making the decision
on the appropriate use of the coastal zone.
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S':ep 1) Determination of What Is In the Coastal Zone.
Mapping resource distribution and its quantity and quality
(as demonstrated, for example, by 2) should be an early
step in identifying natural resources. In terms of energy
use, the historical pattern of use should be determined,
including the extent the area is dependent upon energy. The
geographical area which depends upon the coastal zone and
the form of its dependence should be defined and vice versa.

Step 2) Making of Forecasts and the Evaluation of Resource
Uses. Parallel forecasts and evaluations should be made for

food, energy, and non-energy resources, including future
demand and the role of the coastal zone in preserving or
utilizing resources. As indicated in Fig. 2, this step has
two related parts, a and b.

Step 3) Development of Appropriate Resource Use Scenarios.
All probable, possible resource use scenarios should be
developed. Present conditions should be used as the existing
or a status quo scenario. These scenarios should provide
a sufficient number of alternatives for later use in meaning
ful decision-making.

Step 4) Reaching a Decision on Resource Use. The process
by which a State manages its coastal zone should bring
forward appropriate scenarios for comparison of alternatives
in reaching a decision on how the coastal resources and
capabilities are to be used to give the greatest benefit to
man's quality of life.
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Fig. 1. Celestial and planetary conditions and processes
(outer set) produce or moderate environmental conditions in
the hydrosphere (inner set) that influence the metabolism
of aquatic organisms (1) .
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-DEVELOPMENT OF BACKGROUND DATA AND INFORMATION
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At long last we are beginning to sense the failure of tradi
tional, structurally oriented approaches to coastal erosion
control. Even when the groins, jetties, seawalls, revetments,
breakwaters, and other structural appurtenances of the Festung
Amerika strategy have succeeded in controlling local-area
erosion, they have had unwanted and sometimes unsuspected side
effects, eroding downdrift beachs, interfering with navigation,
fishing, recreation, and other coastal uses, adversely impac
ting scenic, recreational, fishery, and other coastal re
sources, committing governments and property owners along the
littoral to open-ended and escalating financial investments,
and raising thorny questions of law, politics, and social
equity. But times are changing, and even the Army Engineers
are beginning to show a new and welcome humility in the face
of the complex play of littoral processes and the rising sea.
Planners, scientists, administrators, and others are turning
more frequently to the so-called social adjustments to coas
tal erosion—zoning, land-use planning, insurance, and so on—
and away from the structural methods of armored defense.

But the construction setback line is no more effective a de
fense than a coastal Maginot Line of concrete, steel, and
stone, and ultimately any development strategy that is physi
cally static (no matter its economic or social dynamism) is
doomed to failure on shorelines that are eroding against the
inexorable advance of a rising sea. So long as man and soci
ety insist upon developing the shoreline, the natural forces
and processes we call beach erosion will continue to present
themselves in ways we identify as being problematic. Solving
the beach erosion 'problem' is not an option that is available
to us; coping with it is.

What we need is a strategy of shoreline development and coas
tal zone management that is as dynamic as the sea, and nowhere
do we need it more or sooner than along those low-lying
stretches of the Atlantic Seaboard and other shorelines that
front the rising sea. The tectonoeustatic problems along ma
jor portions of our Atlantic and Gulf coasts are compounded
by a nearly total sediment starvation, a coastal development
blitz the like of which has never been seen, and our preoccu
pation with other coastal issues: OCS oil development,
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refineries and deepwater ports, the preparation of coastal
zone management plans, even Jaws. These preoccupations and
a moderation in the cycle of hurricanes and coastal storms
have stilled the public debate on beach-erosion strategies,
a debate that was clamorous following the heavy-weather cycle
of the 1950's and early 60"s. Even the most controversial of
the Corps' beach-erosion-control-and-hurricane-protection
projects and plans have been ignored by press and public, now
that the states and local governments have failed to come up
with the money to foot their part of the cost-sharing formula.
Over the past dozen or so years of balminess (and I intend
both the meteorological and behavioral connotations), we have
been living in a dreamworld. Since coastal engineers adop
ted beach nourishment as a favored method of dealing with
beach erosion and shoreline recession, the costs of getting
and moving sediments have escalated out of sight, and for good
ecological reasons many of the supposed shoalwater sediment
sources have been made effectively off-limits. Meanwhile the
sea's eustatic rise continues and littoral development goes

The Dynamic Strategy. Social adjustments to receding shore
lines must be dynamic, they must have built into them a
method of coping with what otherwise becomes a progressively
deteriorating situation. The idea of moving the construc
tion setback line with the retreat of the shoreline arose
during a conversation a couple of years ago between the au
thor and Dr. V. J. Henry, coastal geologist at the Skidaway
Institute of Oceanography. Jim Henry and I had hoped to
collaborate on a paper that would flesh out the idea more
completely, but our two schedules and a physical separation
of several hundred miles have thwarted our intention. So,
embryonic as it is, this germ of an idea is herewith presen
ted, in the hope that The Coastal Society will give it the
incubation it needs, and I hope it deserves. The two key
elements in the plan are the establishment of a dynamic set
back line and the establishment, through special tax assess
ments, of a demolition and reclamation fund.

The Dynamic Setback Line. The construction setback line is
a key element in any coastal community's planning, zoning,
and land-use control. If, on a rapidly receding shoreline
fronting a rising sea, the setback line is a static one, then
coastal planning will amount to little more than an institu
tionalized passing of the buck to future generations. For,
in time, eroding beaches and storm-driven waves and tides will
begin to threaten properties along that line. How long it
will take for beach erosion to overtake the setback line de-
[pends on a lot of things: how far back the setback line was,
Ithe rate of sealevel rise, crustal movements, offshore and
[onshore topography, the orientation of the shoreline to pre
vailing winds and storm tracks, the frequency and severity
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of coastal storms, alongshore currents, wave energy, tidal
ranges, the relative instability of the sediments, and so on.

zoning regulations, land-use plans, and the building permits
issued behind a setback line constitute a real obligation,
moral as well as legal, of the community and society to pro
perty owners and developers who have played the game accor
ding to the rules.

Before establishing a setback line, passing zoning ordinances,
and adopting land-use plans, the coastal community should take
into account the best available geologic and eustatic informa
tion, so that it can establish the setback line in a position
that will not be threatened for a given number of years. The
location of the setback line, and therefore the amount of safe
time secured, will depend on the community's plans and zoning
and on an optimization of amortization that has not been de
termined here. Landowners constructing homes or other struc
tures along or behind the setback line would know approxi
mately how long they could reasonably expect to have and use
their properties, and the society and the responsible govern
ment would know how long it could afford to guarantee protec
tion, how long it would be obligated to the property owners.
After that time, property owners would be on their own against
the sea and the elements, and society's obligation to protect
them would be terminated.

When the setback line is established, there should be set
forth a system of periodic review for adjustment, say, every
five, ten, or twenty years. As these reviews establish the
necessity or desirability of adjustment, new setback lines
would be established, thus extending shoreward the zone of
limited social obligation. The shoreward limits of these
zones of limitation can be determined to meet local conditions,
but within parameters that need to be established according to
scientific criteria.

The retreating setback line strategy would enable shoreline
communities and property owners to plan more rationally and
with more certainty than is now the case in most beach towns
and areas. The zone of limitation concept is not really a
diminishing of government protection of property, for as coas
tal zoning and planning now is practised, when beach erosion
and storm flooding become seriously problematic, local and
state governments usually spend more time buck-passing, hand-
wringing, and talking than in protecting. Consequently, beach
property owners usually discover that government protection
and social obligation is a fair-weather thing. Disaster re
lief, rehabilitation loans, and other extraordinary measures
of relief, usually supplied by the federal government, turn
out to be eleventh-hour holding actions in hopeless conditions,
the last rites of government. Under the zone of limitation
and dynamic setback line strategy, beach property owners will
know how to amortize their investments and what they can ex
pect; coastal communities and governments will be able to
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plan for the future and will be relieved of having to make
empty promises.

In such a dynamic strategy, shoreline communities will be
in a state of perpetual, but orderly, renewal.

Erosion Taxes and the Demolition Fund. At the time setback
lines, zoning ordinances, land-use plans, and other coastal-
zone management plans are adopted, the responsible govern
ment should adopt rules and regulations to prevent the
retreating shoreline from becoming an eyesore of abandoned
and deteriorating structures. Until the sea finally sweeps
them away, battered and abandoned buildings may hang on for a
rather long time. Therefore it will be necessary for the
shoreline community to provide itself with the means of demo
lishing abandoned structures and rehabilitating the shoreline
for general use as an undeveloped beach.

The zone of limitation then becomes a special tax district.
Over the period of obligation and limitation, properties
would be assessed a special tax that would be put into a spe
cial demolition and reclamation fund, an escrow account or
mutual fund to be invested so that it will appreciate at a
rate no less than that of general economic inflation. This
fund would be used to demolish abandoned buildings and other
structures and to restore the beachfront to a useable condi

tion. The tax rate would have to be such that, upon matura
tion (termination of the period of obligation), the fund
would be sufficient to accomplish its purpose.

Taxes are a subject of mystery and misery to me, so I have
not been able to determine whether the fund could be used for

other purposes. For example to pay for the establishment of
public facilities on reclaimed shorefront lands. As storms
and hurricanes may demolish some buildings without charge to
the community, the fund may eventually contain surplus money.
Or pay-back arrangements might be feasible, with property
owners refunded their taxes if they demolish their own
buildings.

The tax districts might be graded ones, with property owners
farther back of the setback line paying lower taxes. As the
setback line is moved shoreward, new property owners will be
taken into the tax districts and zones of obligation and limi
tation. Revaluations of taxable properties and investment of
the fund should be sufficient to cover real-estate apprecia
tion and inflation of the economy (and therefore, the cost of
demolition and rehabilitation).

Obviously, this is a rough-cut idea, really only the germ of
an idea, which needs much refinement before it can even be
determined whether it will work. I have a hunch that it will,
but only a hunch. Besides the necessary numbers, other inputs
are needed.
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For example, it needs to be clarified whether the community
or responsible government would have to buy back the unde
veloped shore property after a building had been abandoned
and demolished. In the case of barrier islands and beaches
which may be retreating toward the continental mass through
washover, rollover, or other processes, the laws of owner
ship need to be clarified. Under some state laws it could
be argued that ultimately the whole barrier beach becomes
state property, the sea eroding away all the private lands
and the beach's buildup on the lagoon side (through the cycle
of shoalwater, marshland, backbeach, and so on) accruing to
the state. How such a system would best be administered
needs study. Local governments may not be up to designing
and administering a system that is considerably more complex
than the average local zoning boards are used to handling.
Any system administered by a jurisdiction overly subject to
political influence or to compromise for short-term fiscal
advantage will not work. Perhaps there is a role for the
federal government here, to dangle as a carrot on a stick
federal funds, matching grants, tax concessions, insurance
rates, or whatever as a reward for a state's or municipality's
adopting such a scheme.

Many disciplines in which the author has no grounding need to
be brought to bear to see whether this or a similar kind of
dynamic strategy is feasible. I am convinced that we need
to bring a sympathetic dynamism to our occupation, use, and
administration of that most dynamic of environments, the
seashore. The idea so crudely outlined above is perhaps a way
we can begin to cope with the dynamic vagaries of the sea.

About one thing I have no doubt: So long as the sun continues
to shine, the winds to blow, the moon to pull on the tides,
and the waters to move, beach erosion will be with us. The
question is not how to stop it, but how we shall adjust to it.
Ir we dig in along some static line (whether it be a conduc
tion setback line or an armored line of riprap and concrete),
the superior forces of the sea will annihilate us. Survival
along the shore requires retreat. Our retreat can be a rout,
or it can be an orderly, reasoned, and equitable withdrawal,
what the Marines in Korea called "advancing to the rear." I
believe The Coastal Society and its members can play a signi
ficant role in helping us to learn how best to cope with life
at land's end.

* * *

Gary Soucie is a free-lance writer on conservation and environ
mental affairs who has been concentrating in recent years on
coastal and marine subjects. He has written articles on beach
erosion for AUDUBON (of which he is a field editor) and SMITH
SONIAN and participated in the review of the coastal erosion
section of the University of Colorado/Institute of Behavioral
Sciences' program on Assessment of Research on Natural Hazards.
Since 1965 he has held numerous professional and volunteer posi
tions of leadership with national environmental organizations,
including the Sierra Club, Friends of the Earth, the League of
Conservation Voters, and the Environmental Policy Center.
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As the exploration and development of petroleum and natural
gas resources has moved offshore, into deeper and deeper
waters, in response to the world's insatiable hunger for
energy, the adjacent states have become more and more invol
ved in the many phases of energy production and distribution
resulting from the development of these resources. In terri
torial waters the states have sold the rights to the re
sources and they have accordingly accepted the burdens of
providing primary and secondary services and supporting acti
vities. The harvesting and distribution of billions of dol
lars of liquid gold and associated environmentally clean
natural gas has not been a penny-ante game and tremendous
commitments of supporting resources have been required.

To support the drilling activity a whole new "offshore tech
nology," replete with very sophisticated engineering, rugged
hardware, and massive structural requirements, has grown up.
This industry requires onshore bases, supply yards, communi
cations, consulting, design and construction facilities.
(The extent and scale of this industry was demonstrated by
the presence of 43,000 registered attendees at last year's
Offshore Technology Conference.) The consumable supplies
and replacement-parts requirements are very substantial.

And onshore, behind all of the offshore activity, the fami
lies and personal requirements of the workers set up broad-
based secondary support requirements including housing,
hospitals, schools, roads, shopping centers plus local and
state-supported activities. In the Gulf states, these acti
vities have been measured at literally hundreds of millions
of dollars each year, according to available statistics.

So outer continental shelf activities do not take place in a
neatly prescribed vacuum, 50 miles (80 km) away from other
human activities, beyond the sight of the persons on shore.

In the mid-Atlantic area, the coastal states claimed juris
diction (and possession) of outer continental shelf resources,
based on original colonial charters and grants dating back to
the early colonies. The Federal Government also claimed the
outer continental shelf. After lengthy litigation, the U. S.
Supreme Court determined that the resources beyond the 3-mile
(5 km) territorial limit belonged only to the Federal Govern
ment. But the development and exploitation of these resources,
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and the very important protection of the adjacent coastal
zones from environmental damage requires extensive partici
pation by the adjacent states in outer continental shelf
activities. The total job of exploration and development of
presently projected potential petroleum resources is of such
a scale that it will require straining the resources of not
only the states' budgets and the Federal Treasury but also
the civilian supporting industry. Our total resources appear
to be, at best, marginal if the job is to be done on the ac
celerated schedule now proposed. In fact, at the risk of
being heretical, the decision of the Supreme Court to award
the outer continental shelf resources to the Federal Govern
ment might have been the best thing that could have happened
to the states. I say this because it appears that the states'
resources were grossly inadequate to underwrite the manage
ment level and the states' supporting levels of funding and
activity which would have been required for expeditious de
velopment of the projected outer continental shelf resources.
I say this because, at the present time, programs funded at
levels of $100 to 200 million a year just to support the
states are being considered in the Congress; these funds will
be in addition to the substantial amounts of money that states
are presently putting into these projected activities. So,
looking at the problems ahead, it is reasonable to worry about
where the broad-base support for outer continental shelf de
velopment will come from, and how the necessary front-end
funding will be made available so that the development may be
properly done. It is important that preplanning and available
funding when needed, for such things as roads, schools, hospi
tals, etc., be provided in a timely way so that honky-tonk,
boom-or-bust development, land speculation; and other undesir
able features of broad-scale accelerated land development be
avoided.

The last year, as scenarios for exploration and development,
and for associated onshore activities have been explored, a
growing awareness of the things that need to be done has
brought the states and Federal Government closer together.
The states have set up communications with each other, and with
the Federal people, who at this time are responsible for the
preliminary phases of frontier OCS exploration. The Federal
Government has responded by setting mechanisms to listen to
suggestions coming from the adjacent states. At the present
time, the states are not actively participating in the deci
sions being made, although the Federal Government has expres
sed their recognition of the need for the states to participate
in these decisions.

How may the states accept, and discharge, their responsibili
ties as the Federal Government leases tracts for exploration,
as the discovery of petroleum deposits is made, as production
platforms are designed, and put in place, and as the products
are brought to the markets? Two ways suggest themselves and
a third way might also be feasible. The first way, which is
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being repudiated, is for the Federal Government to sell
leases to anyone with enough money to handle the exploration
and potential development and then let them go ahead and do
their thing, with the onshore communities to respond as best
they may, trying to compensate for the massive impacts by
special taxes, by extra police for lawless boom-town communi
ties, by reacting after the fact to the inevitable abuses of
tremendous activity in a short time period. This approach is
demonstrably inadequate.

The second way which is under consideration at the present
time, to some degree, involves preplanning, involves front-
end funding, involves efforts on the part of both Federal and
state governments, and hopefully local governments, to look
ahead and prepare for the projected activities in an orderly
fashion. This approach is embodied in proposed legislation
now being considered by both Houses of Congress. This legis
lation would use some existing coastal planning funds plus
additional funding, either through grants or loans to be pre
paid out of spin-off proceeds from the long-term development,
to prepare for the onshore impacts of predictable outer con
tinental shelf activities. With the tight timetable and a
high level of organization, it appears to be possible to
manage the projected exploration and development in such a
fashion as to enhance, rather than to degrade, the social and
economic environment in which the development occurs.

A third way to approach these activities, which has been
suggested but not extensively considered, is to assign to the
states a much larger role in the outer continental shelf de
velopmental activities. Thus much of the related development,
particularly the onshore development would be within the pro
vidence of the adjacent states. It appears reasonable that
the states should clearly be assigned the responsibilities
for these supporting activities. In the environmental field,
the states have been assigned a strict responsibility to meet
certain standards of air quality, water quality, of environ
mental management for "air-quality management" regions. The
states have been given the option of meeting these management
levels, funded with substantial federal assistance, or of
having the Federal Government promulgate regulations and move
to enforce them. It is more logical for the states to manage
the state-OCS activities than for the Federal Government to
move into the individual states with regard to their internal
air-quality levels. Thus, there may be an area for federal-
state-OCS corporate activity with regard to our energy needs
and our energy resources.

How do present levels of activity correspond to the foregoing
discussions of responsibilities? In Congress, legislation
has been passed by the Senate and other legislation is being
considered in the House, as well as the Senate-passed bills,
to recognize the states' need for assistance, to make avail
able front-end funding for necessary activities, and to
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recognize many of the problems inherent in this situation.
The Executive Branch of the Government is also considering
some changes in procedures to be more responsive to the
problems as perceived by the states. As legislation is
passed it is hoped that it will not be subjected to veto
(although some influential people support the maintenance of
the status quo).

The Atlantic states, recognizing some unique problems inher
ent in the development of this frontier area, particularly
in view of similar problems which survaced in the recent
North Sea development, have taken an active part in indivi
dual work and also have banded together in regional groupings
for a joint approach to regional tasks. The middle Atlantic
states, acting through the Middle Atlantic Governors'
Coastal Resources Council have jointly contracted for a study
to examine existing and needed procedures and regulatory
mechanisms in the area; this study, funded through the Fede
ral Energy Administration, is in support of the energy aspects
of the program.

The Department of Interior, which has traditionally handled
the leasing of outer continental shelf tracts has developed
closer working relationships with the coastal states. The
Coastal Research Management Advisory Board has been supple
mented by the CCS Advisory Board, a board on which each
coastal governor is represented. The Department of Interior
is also recognizing the level of responsibilities placed on
the states by projected frontier activities and is gradually
moving away from their traditional role as real estate agent
for the Federal Treasury into a role as preliminary manager
for an energy resource.

To summarize, the states' responsibilities have developed
into a broad supporting role for the development of offshore
energy resources, under the broad top management of the
Federal Government. The states' activities must include the
full spectrum of support, including management of the indus
trial-development aspects of the resources after they have
been brought ashore. To enable the states to properly dis
charge their supporting and ancillary role, the Federal
Government must give the states a voice in the activities and
must give them the necessary funding and flexibility to get
the job done in the best possible way. If everybody works
together, we can become energy-self-sufficient. Further,
this can be done in a way as to enhance and develop our coastal
areas, improve rather than degrade the social systems and
life styles of these delicate ecosystems and, of equal impor
tance, the coastal states will be able to fully discharge their
responsibilities to their own people, from the marine-oriented
activities to include all levels of community, social and
industrial activity. These are the OCS responsibilities of
the coastal states.
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